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(57) ABSTRACT 

An inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding appara 
tus is provided. The inferiority phenomena countermeasure 
guiding apparatus includes an inferiority phenomena Screen 
creator which creates an inferiority phenomena Screen for 
displaying a plurality of inferiority phenomena in machining 
using a marketing object. The inferiority phenomena coun 
termeasure guiding apparatus also includes an inferiority 
phenomena cause Screen creator which is actuated by click 
ing a display portion of one inferiority phenomenon on the 
inferiority phenomena Screen to create an inferiority phe 
nomena cause Screen for displaying causes of the one 
inferiority phenomenon. 
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FIG.34 

ESTIMATE N-263 
JUNE 23, 1998 PAGE 

No. ATOOOOO 
LIMITED COMPANY A. WORKS 

REGARDING YOUR INQUERY OF NO.XXXXX DATED JUNE 23, WE ESTIMATE 
THIS CASE AS FOLLOWS, THEREFORE PLEASE LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER 
REGARDING THIS CASE 

263a 
DELIVERY TIME as Follows . 

263b. - TEL 
263C DELIVERY PLACE YOUR DESIGNATED PLACE EAx 

\ PAYMENT CONDITION ASUSUAL 
263d 263e N DELIVERY CONDITION DELIVERY 

EFFECTIVE TERM OF ESTMATE 

263f N 
- TOTAL AMOUNT Y 22,580 

UNET DELIVERY 
ITEM ARTICLE NAME SPEC. QUANTITY PRICE TIME 

A700045 ONE TOUCH 88 
-001 GOOSE NECK 0.2R L No.:45302 XXXXXX XXX XXX 
A700045 ONE TOUCH No. 453 TYPE OF ANGLE 
-002 R ADDITIONAL MACHINIG (B453OKT) 1 XXX,XXX XXX XXX 

TOTAL 
AMOUNT XXX XXX 
YOUR 
DISCOUNT XX,XXX 
PROPOSED 

\ XXX XXX 

I 

263g 263h 263i 
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MARKETING SUPPORTING SYSTEM 

0001. This application is a divisional of pending U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 09/720,250, filed on Jan. 8, 2001, 
in the names of Masanori NANBU et al., which was the 
National Stage of International Application No. PCT/JP99/ 
03802, filed Jul 14, 1999, the disclosure of which is 
expressly incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. 
The International Application was not published under PCT 
Article 21(2) 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The present invention relates to a marketing Sup 
porting System. In particular, to a technical field for per 
forming an efficient product proposal, and for implementing 
instantaneous answer of estimation to various product 
requirements and order reception input in a marketing place. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0.003 Conventionally, marketing of a product such as a 
die for machining is performed through marketing activities 
in which a Sales perSon Visits a working factory or the like 
to conduct busineSS activity, which is So-called door-to-door 
Selling Style. 
0004. In the door-to-door selling, when such a product as 
a die is proposed to a customer, a Sales perSon merely Selects 
a product(s) from many products through paper catalogs to 
explain the product(s) therethrough. 
0005 Also, when a die required by a customer is a die 
with a special shape which is not a Standard die, the Sales 
perSon brings a die Specification drawn on Such a sheet as a 
paper which is required by the customer back to a design 
department of his/her company. In this design department, 
design and check of drawings (verification about whether or 
not the Special die can be manufactured) are conducted and 
the result is notified to the SalesperSon. The Sales perSon 
prepares an estimate for the die on the basis of the result and 
Visits the customer again to present the estimate and receive 
an order of the product. The information about this order 
reception is input into a database in a head office of the 
company to issue an instruction to a manufacturing depart 
ment after he/she comes back to his/her Sales Station or the 
like. 

0006. In such a process, however, there is a drawback that 
a product(s) cannot be presented to a customer(s) efficiently. 
Also, there is another drawback that, when a Sales perSon is 
asked by a customer, he/she cannot answer the question 
efficiently. 
0007 Furthermore, when a die with a special shape 
(hereinafter, called special die) is ordered, Such an order is 
brought back to the company and a design and check of 
drawings are conducted in the design department. For this 
reason, there is still another drawback that an estimate 
including an appointed data of delivery cannot be presented 
to the customer immediately, which results in that a long 
time is required from an order reception to delivery. 
0008 Simultaneously, since a sales person brings back a 
Specification of a special die based upon a handwriting 
indication, an oral indication or the like to give a person(s) 
in the design department the Specification, there often occurs 
an error of an original instruction of a customer or misun 
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derstanding of the Sales perSon. For this reason, there occurs 
claims from customers because manufactured products do 
not meet Specifications. 

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION 

0009. The present invention has been made in order to 
solve the above problems in the conventional art. 
0010. An object of the present invention is to present a 
product to a customer efficiently and in a various manner. 
0011. Also, another object of the present invention is to 
answer a customer's question to a product instantaneously 
and allow Sales or marketing activities in a uniform level. 
0012 Furthermore, still another object of the present 
invention is to determine whether a Standard product 
requested can be manufactured and whether or not a special 
shaped product requested can be machined in a door-to-door 
Selling place. 

0013 Moreover, another object of the present invention 
is to allow instantaneous estimation and order reception 
input in a door-to-door Selling place. 
0014. The summary of a marketing supporting system 
according to the present invention for Solving the above 
problems is as follows: 
0015. One feature of the present invention is to provide 
an increase profit calculating apparatus which can grasp cost 
consumption easily and can grasp cost reduction easily and 
rapidly. 
0016. The increase profit calculating apparatus com 
prises: 

0017 first die screen creating means which creates a 
first die apparatus Screen (205) for displaying a first die 
apparatus, and 

0018 increase profit screen creating means which is 
operated in response to a click operation of a Specific 
mark on the first die apparatus Screen and which creates 
an increase profit Screen (207) for displaying increase 
profit occurring by employing the first die apparatus 
instead of a Second die apparatus corresponding to the 
first die apparatus. 

0019. The increase profit screen comprises: 

0020 question item fields (207a-207d) on which a 
plurality of questions about operations of the first die 
apparatus and the Second die apparatus and relating to 
costs following the operations are presented; 

0021 a field (207i) on which a first total cost is 
displayed within a predetermined time period due to 
use of the first die apparatus, 

0022 a field (207i) on which a second total cost is 
displayed within the predetermined time period due to 
use of the Second die apparatus, and 

0023) a field (207k) on which an increase profit field 
for displaying increase profit obtained by employing 
the first die apparatus is displayed. 

0024. Then, the increase profit calculating apparatus is 
provided with calculating means which calculates the first 
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and Second costs and the increase profit according to an 
answer to the questions from an operator. 
0.025 According to the above configuration, cost con 
Sumption can be grasped easily and cost reduction can be 
grasped easily and rapidly. 
0026. It is preferable that the question items in the 
increase profit screen (207) includes the number of die 
apparatuS eXchanges per one day, a time required for die 
apparatuS eXchange per one time, perSonnel expenses per 
predetermined time, and the number of working days within 
a predetermined term. 
0027. A second feature of the present invention is to 
provide a inferiority phenomenon countermeasure guiding 
apparatus which allows Search and Selection of an optimal 
countermeasure to a inferiority phenomenon. The inferiority 
phenomenon countermeasure guiding apparatus comprises: 

0028 inferiority phenomenon screen creating means 
which creates a inferiority phenomenon screen (209) 
for displaying a plurality of inferiority phenomena in 
predetermined kinds of workings Such as punching or 
the like, and 

0029 inferiority phenomenon cause screen creating 
means which is actuated by clicking a inferiority phe 
nomenon display portion in the inferiority phenomenon 
Screen and which creates a inferiority phenomenon 
cause Screen (211) for displaying a list of causes (Such 
as fatigue of a Spring, a clearance unsuitableness and 
the like) causing the inferiority phenomenon. 

0.030. It is preferable that the inferiority phenomenon 
countermeasure guiding apparatus further comprises avoid 
ance information Screen creating means which is actuated by 
clicking a portion displaying one cause in the list of causes 
and which creates an avoidance information Screen (213) for 
displaying information for avoiding the one cause. 
0031. It is preferable that the inferiority phenomenon 
countermeasure guiding apparatus comprises Specific die 
Screen creating means which is actuated by clicking a 
predetermined portion of the inferiority phenomenon cause 
Screen (211) or a predetermined portion of the avoidance 
information Screen (213) and which creates a specific die 
Screen (217) for displaying a specific die for avoiding the 
inferiority phenomenon. 

0032. According to these structures, it is made possible to 
Search for and Select an optimal countermeasure to an 
inferiority phenomenon easily. 

0033. Another feature of the present invention is to 
provide a inferiority phenomenon countermeasure guiding 
apparatus for a die for bending machining. This apparatus 
comprises cause/countermeasure display Screen creating 
means which creates a cause/countermeasure Screen (223) 
for displaying a cause of a inferiority phenomenon in a 
predetermined kind of workpiece Such as bending workpiece 
or the like and a plurality of countermeasures of a first type 
for avoiding the inferiority phenomenon due to the cause; 
and 

0034 countermeasure explanation Screen creating 
means which is actuated by clicking a portion display 
ing one counter measure in the cause/countermeasure 
Screen and which creates a countermeasure explanation 
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Screen (225) for explaining specific contents of the 
countermeasure through a drawing(s) and a charac 
ter(s). 

0035. This inferiority phenomenon countermeasure guid 
ing apparatus further comprises specific die Screen creating 
means which is actuated by clicking a predetermined portion 
of the cause/countermeasure Screen or the countermeasure 
explanation Screen and which creates a specific bending die 
Screen (227) for displaying a specific bending die for avoid 
ing the inferiority phenomenon due to the cause. 
0036). According to the above structure, it is made pos 
Sible to Select an optimal bending die rapidly when an 
inferiority phenomenon has occurred in a bending machin 
ing. 

0037 Another feature of the present invention is to 
provide a question answer accumulating apparatus compris 
ing means for inputting a question; 

0038 
and 

means for inputting an answer to the question; 

0039 means for storing the question and the answer in 
a State mutually correlated with each other. 

0040 According to this apparatus, machine operators 
questions about dies or the like and answers thereto are 
accumulated So that knowledge of practically skilled perSons 
responding to the answers are accumulated in a State corre 
lated with the answers and it is possible to respond to a 
question which will occurs in the future easily. 
0041 Another feature of the present invention can pro 
vide a die retrieval apparatus comprising input Screen cre 
ating means which creates input Screens (231,233) provided 
with a field in which a plurality of shapes of a die is input, 
a field in which the kind of a machine used with the die is 
input, a field in which a structure of the die is input, and a 
field in which material for the die is input; and standard die 
Screen creating means which is actuated by inputting data 
pieces into the respective fields of the input Screens and 
which, when a die meeting the respective data pieces exists, 
creates a Standard die Screen (235) for displaying a Sectional 
configuration of the die, a parts list name, unit prices of 
respective parts, and, when no die meeting the respective 
data pieces exists, creates an error display. 
0042. According to this apparatus, it is made possible to 
Select a die rapidly by inputting intuitive data pieces Such as 
a die adaptive machine, a die shape or the like when a die 
is specified by combination of complicated Symbols and 
when it is difficult to describe the combination of the 
symbols. 

0043 Another feature of the present invention is to 
provide a product automatic designing apparatus (product 
parameters Setting apparatus) which is made possible to 
perform automatic designing of a die product at a door-to 
door Selling place or the like easily in answer to even a 
requirement for a product except for Standard products. This 
product automatic designing apparatus (product parameters 
Setting apparatus) can design a product shape on the basis of 
shape/material data of a group of products which have been 
classified and registered based upon the shape patterns of 
products in response to an estimate requirement for not only 
Standard products on a product catalog but also specially 
shaped die products which cannot be Substituted for Standard 
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products. That is, a die product can be designed parametri 
cally by a simple operation of inputting predetermined size 
data regarding a Selected shape pattern. 
0044) The structure for implementing this feature is, for 
example, a product automatic designing apparatus (product 
parameters Setting apparatus) which comprises die shape 
Selection Screen creating means which creates shape pattern 
selection screens (237,239) used for selection of a shape 
about a die to be designed, and 

0045 die dimension parameter input screen creating 
means which is actuated according to Selection and 
input of a Specific shape pattern on the die Shape 
Selection Screen and which creates a die dimension 
parameter input Screen (241) which allows input of 
dimension parameters of predetermined portions about 
the Selected die Shape, wherein 

0046 the shape pattern selection screen (237) includes 
at least a field which allows selection of the kind of a 
die to be designed and a field which allows selection of 
a shape pattern regarding the die to be designed; 

0047 the die dimension parameter input screen (241) 
includes at least a shape parameter input field (241b) 
which displays a dimension parameter input portion 
required to specify the Selected die shape pattern and 
the shape of the die to be designed and a dimension 
parameter input field (241c) in which a dimension 
parameter of the input portion is input; and 

0048 the product automatic designing apparatus 
(product parameter designing apparatus) comprises 
design means which performs a design according to a 
correspondence relationship between die shapes which 
have been classified on the basis of die shape patterns 
and Stored previously and dimension parameter groups 
required to specify the shape of the die. 

0049. Incidentally, it is preferable that the previously 
Stored shape pattern is Stored So as to correspond to a 
plurality of dimension parameter groups required to Specify 
the die Shape belonging to the shape pattern, and 

0050 the dimension input screen is further provided 
with a dimension input pattern Selection field which 
allows Selection of one dimension parameter group 
from the plurality of dimension parameter groups. 

0051. Also, it is preferable that the shape pattern selec 
tion Screen further comprises adapted shape display field 
which displays one or a plurality of shape Sub-patterns 
contained in Shape variation included in the Selected shape 
pattern. 

0.052 According to this structure, a sales person can 
design a special shape die parametrically at a door-to-door 
Selling place without Such a consciousness that this die is a 
Special shape die. Accordingly, he/she can design the Special 
shape die at the door-to-door Selling place without bringing 
a customer's requirement back to the design department. 
0.053 Another feature of the present invention is to 
provide a machining possibility calculating apparatus which 
allows verification of possibility of real machining about the 
designed die product rapidly and easily. 
0054. This machining possibility calculating apparatus 
Verifies whether or not a desired machining can be per 
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formed on the designed die product on the basis of shape 
data/material data about the designed product, material 
quality data of material to be machined, and the like. Also, 
the apparatus checks consistency among input dimension 
parameterS. 

0055. The structure realizing this feature comprises, for 
example, die data input means which inputs die data includ 
ing shape data of a predetermined die Specified by the shape 
pattern and the dimension pattern of a die to be designed, 
Structure data of the die and material quality data; 

0056 material data input means which inputs material 
data including the plate thickneSS and material quality 
of a material to be machined which is machined by the 
die, and 

0057 machining verification means which verifies 
whether or not the die to be designed can be machined 
on the basis of the input die data and material data. 

0058 Incidentally, it is preferable that the machining 
Verification means performs the Verification by comparing 
the resisting pressure of the die which has been obtained 
according to a strength calculation from the die data and the 
machining request preSSure required for machining per 
formed by the die which has been obtained from the material 
data with each other. 

0059 Furthermore, it is preferable that the machining 
verification means performs the verification by checking the 
consistency among the input dimension data pieces. 
0060 According to this structure, since suitability about 
numerical values of the dimension parameters is checked, a 
determination about whether or not it is possible to manu 
facture the designed product actually, namely it is possible 
to provide the Same, can be made instantaneously during a 
marketing activity. Accordingly, the number of work Steps 
Such as preparation of drawing checking, redesigning or the 
like is reduced. 

0061 Another feature of the present invention is to 
provide an automatic estimate creating apparatus which 
provides an estimate about the designed and Verified product 
instantaneously at a marketing place. 

0062) The automatic estimate creating apparatus which 
creates an estimate including data necessary to create an 
estimate of not only price data of a product which has been 
designed/verified but also price reduction limitation and 
delivery time limit data. 
0063. The structure realizing this feature comprises input 
means which inputs product data of a product for which an 
estimate is to be prepared, the number of products, and 
customer data; 

0064 estimate data storage means in which delivery 
time limit data corresponding to the product and data 
about price reduction rate to a fixed price of a die 
product is Stored; and 

0065 detailed estimate information creating means 
which outputs detailed estimate information on the 
basis of the input data, 

0066 wherein the detailed estimate information output 
includes deliverable data determined according to the 
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delivery time limit data and an amount obtained by 
discount according to the discount rate data. 

0067 Incidentally, it is preferable that the product for 
which the estimate is to be created can be input by Speci 
fying the shape and/or material quality of the product. 
0068 According to the structure, since product data is 
displayed in a interlocking manner with design data Speci 
fied from the shape or the like, it becomes unnecessary to 
perform complicated Search/re-input from a large number of 
product codes, catalog numbers or the like. Also, it becomes 
possible to create an estimate including all information 
necessary for estimate rapidly and easily. Accordingly, an 
estimate is created instantly at a marketing place So that an 
early Sales commitment can be obtained. 
0069. Another feature of the present invention is to 
provide an order reception information outputting apparatus 
which allows an instant order reception regarding the esti 
mated product to issue a production instruction. 
0070 This order reception information outputting appa 
ratus can Secure an order reception to issue a manufacture 
instruction while presenting the contents of an estimate to a 
customer at a marketing place, and can make a communi 
cation with manufacture Schedule information a remote 
place to output a deliverable data according to the manu 
facture Schedule at this time. 

0071. The structure realizing this feature comprises, for 
example, order reception information Screen creating means 
which displays an order reception information Screen of a 
product ordered at a marketing place; and 

0072 order reception information transmitting means 
which is actuated by clicking a specific mark on the 
order reception information Screen and which transmits 
the order reception information to a manufacture end. 

0.073 Incidentally, in addition, it is preferable that the 
order reception information outputting apparatus further 
comprises delivery data update displaying means which 
displayS change in delivery data of a product on the order 
reception information Screen on the basis of data received in 
response to transmission of the order reception information. 
0.074 According to this structure, it is possible to secure 
an order reception rapidly and Start manufacture at an early 
time. Accordingly, an early delivery of a product is made 
possible. 

0075 Incidentally, in the specification of the present 
application, the term "Sale object' includes products Such as 
a die apparatus, a machine part, a blade of a machine, a 
machine or the like, and Services Such as maintenance of 
these products. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

0.076 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a configuration 
of a Supporting apparatus of the present invention; 

0.077 FIG. 2 is an explanatory diagram of a table of 
contents Screen displayed on a display Screen of the Sup 
porting apparatus of the present invention; 
0078 FIG. 3 is one example of a product catalog screen 
displayed on the display apparatus, 
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007.9 FIG. 4 is one example of an increase profit screen 
displaying increase profit displayed on the display Screen; 
0080 FIG. 5 is one example of an inferiority phenom 
enon Screen displayed on the displaying apparatus, 
0081 FIG. 6 is one example of a inferiority phenomenon 
cause Screen displaying a list of causes generating an 
inferiority phenomenon shown in FIG. 5; 
0082 FIG. 7 is one example of an avoidance information 
Screen displaying information for avoiding inferiority causes 
shown in FIG. 6; 
0083 FIG. 8 is one example of an information screen 
displaying another method for Solving the cause shown in 
FIG. 7; 
0084 FIG. 9 is an explanatory screen for explaining a 
Special die for avoiding the inferiority phenomenon shown 
in FIG. 6; 
0085 FIG. 10 is one example of a clearance diagnostic 
test Screen Serving as a reference value Screen displayed on 
the displaying apparatus by clicking a predetermined portion 
on the Screen shown in FIG. 6 in a case that the cause in 
FIG. 6 is a clearance unsuitableness; 
0086 FIG. 11 is an accompanying disadvantage and the 
like display Screen which is displayed by clicking a prede 
termined portion on the screen shown in FIG. 10, for 
displaying an accompanying inferiority phenomenon or dis 
advantage due to the clearance unsuitableness; 
0087 FIG. 12 is a cause/countermeasure screen which is 
displayed by clicking a display portion of the characters 
“BENDING” on the screen in FIG. 2, for displaying a cause 
of an inferiority phenomenon in a bending machining and a 
plurality of countermeasures for avoiding the inferiority 
phenomenon; 

0088 FIG. 13 is a screen for explaining the details of a 
predetermined countermeasure in FIG. 12; 
0089 FIG. 14 is a bending die display screen (special 
bending die Screen) which is displayed by clicking a pre 
determined portion on the screen in FIG. 12 or FIG. 13, for 
explaining a countermeasure bending die (or novel bending 
die); 
0090 FIG. 15 is a special bending die detail explanatory 
Screen which is displayed by clicking a predetermined 
portion on the screen in FIG. 14, for explaining the details 
of Suitable material for the countermeasure bending die 
(novel bending die), a Suitable apparatus, functions and the 
like; 
0091 FIG. 16 is an explanatory diagram of a die list 
Screen showing a list of punching dies/bending dies and a die 
data input Screen in which data of Standard dies is input; 
0092 FIG. 17 is an explanatory diagram of a second die 
data input Screen for Selecting a Standard die in punching 
dies, 
0093 FIG. 18 is an explanatory diagram of a second die 
data input Screen for Selecting a Standard die in punching 
dies, 
0094 FIG. 19 is an explanatory diagram of a second die 
data input Screen for Selecting a Standard die in punching 
dies, 
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0.095 FIG. 20 is an explanatory diagram of a parts list 
Screen which is displayed according to a Standard die 
Selection in punching dies, 
0.096 FIG. 21 is an explanatory diagram of a punching 
die Selection Screen displaying a list of punching dies and 
shape patterns; 
0097 FIG. 22 is an explanatory diagram of a punching 
die Selection Screen displayed when a predetermined shape 
pattern is selected in FIG. 20; 
0.098 FIG. 23 is an explanatory diagram of a dimension 
parameter input Screen displayed in response to Selection of 
the shape pattern of the punching die in FIG. 20 and FIG. 
21; 
0099 FIG. 24 is an explanatory diagram of a dimension 
parameter input Screen displayed when another dimension 
parameter group is Selected in FIG. 22, 
0100 FIG. 25 is an explanatory diagram of a screen 
showing the result of machining possibility simulation for a 
punching die manufactured according to input dimension 
parameters, material and material quality in FIG. 23; 
0101 FIG. 26 is an explanatory diagram of a parts list 
Screen displayed in response to a special die Selection in 
punching dies, 
0102 FIG. 27 is an explanatory diagram of a punch die 
Selection Screen displaying a list of bending dies and shape 
patterns; 

0103 FIG. 28 is an explanatory diagram of a dimension 
parameter input Screen displayed in response to shape pat 
tern selection for a bending die in FIG. 26; 
0104 FIG.29 is an explanatory diagram of a special item 
input Screen displayed in response to Special item input 
selection in FIG. 27; 
0105 FIG. 30 is an explanatory diagram of a screen 
showing the result of machining possibility simulation for a 
bending die manufactured according to input dimension 
parameters, material and material quality; 
0106 FIG. 31 is an explanatory diagram of a screen 
showing the result of machining possibility Simulation of a 
bending die manufactured according to dimension param 
eters of different values, material and material quality in 
FIG. 29; 
0107 FIG. 32 is an explanatory diagram of an estimate 
detail information input Screen displayed in response to a die 
product Selection on the parts list Screen; 
0108 FIG. 33 is an explanatory diagram of an estimate 
detail information input Screen displayed in response to 
another die product Selection on the parts list Screen; 
0109 FIG. 34 is an explanatory diagram of an example 
of an estimate output in response to Selection of estimate 
issue on the screen in FIG. 31; 
0110 FIG. 35 is an explanatory diagram of an example 
of a main menu on a portable terminal for Sales perSon 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; 
0111 FIG. 36 is an explanatory diagram of a screen for 
Selecting a workpiece shape on the basis of a customer's 
drawings, 
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0112 FIG. 37 is an explanatory diagram of a screen in 
which workpiece dimensions are input; 
0113 FIG. 38 is an explanatory diagram of a screen for 
Selecting a die according to workpiece shape/workpiece 
dimensions, 
0114 FIG. 39 is an explanatory diagram of a screen 
indicating additional machining to a Selected die on the 
screen in FIG. 38; 
0115 FIG. 40 is an explanatory diagram of a screen 
displaying resisting pressure calculation of the die which has 
been subjected to the additional machining specified in FIG. 
39; 
0116 FIG. 41 is an explanatory diagram of a screen 
displaying a price of the die including the additional machin 
ing specified in FIG. 39; 
0117 FIG. 42 is an explanatory diagram of a screen 
indicating anther additional machining to the Selected die; 
and 

0118 FIG. 43 is an explanatory diagram of a screen 
displaying resisting pressure calculation of the die which has 
been subjected to the additional machining specified in FIG. 
42. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

0119) An embodiment of the present invention will be 
explained below with reference to the drawings. 
0120 Referring to FIG. 1, an embodiment of a marketing 
Supporting apparatus of the present 11 invention comprises 
a database 105 in which data is Stored, a display apparatus 
106, and a communication apparatus 107 performing com 
munication of data with an external apparatus. A marketing 
Supporting apparatuS 101 comprises a product proposal 
Supporting Section 102, an estimate creating Section 103, and 
an order reception information creating apparatus 104. Then, 
the product proposal Supporting Section 102 comprises an 
increase profit calculation apparatus 122, an inferiority phe 
nomenon countermeasure guiding apparatuS 123, and a 
product catalog output apparatuS 121. Also, the estimate 
creating Section 103 comprises a product automatic design 
ing apparatus (product parameter Setting apparatus) (die 
retrieval apparatus) 132, a machining possibility calculation 
apparatuS 133, and an estimate information output apparatus 
131. Also, the product database 105 comprises a standard 
product database 105 in which data about standard dies is 
Stored, a pattern Special die database 152 in which special 
dies patterned are Stored, and a non-patterned special die 
database 153 in which extremely special dies which cannot 
be patterned are Stored. 
0121 For the marketing Supporting apparatus 101 in the 
present embodiment, a program performing processing 
explained below is created and a computer System which can 
execute this processing by loading this created program is 
used. This computer System includes a So-called general 
purpose machine, a workstation, a PC, a NC (Network 
Computer) or the like. In the present invention, however, it 
is preferable that a portable type PC which can be carried to 
a marketing place. The hardware configuration of the com 
puter System used in the present embodiment is provided 
with a CPU for performing various processings, a memory 
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Such as a program memory/data memory or the like, an 
external Storage apparatuS Such as a FD, a CD or the like, 
and an output apparatuS Such as a display unit or the like. 
The processings explained below can be performed as 
off-line processings in a single PC without connection to a 
computer in a head office or a branch office except for 
processings which are performed in the order reception 
information creating apparatus 104. 
0122) Incidentally, the program for implementing the 
marketing Supporting apparatus of the present embodiment 
is can be Saved in one of various recording media Such as a 
magnetic disk, an optical disk, a memory card and the like. 
The present embodiment can be implemented by reading 
recording medium into the program memory to execute the 
program. 

0123) Next, processing contents of the marketing Sup 
porting apparatus according to the embodiment of the 
present invention will be explained. 
0.124 When the Supporting apparatus is actuated, a con 
tents table screen 200 shown in FIG. 2 is displayed on the 
display apparatus 106 (hereinafter, a case that the term 
“displayed” is merely used means that “display” is per 
formed on the display apparatus 106 when there is no special 
explanation). Displayed on this contents table Screen are a 
product introduction field 201, a various phenomena coun 
termeasure (namely, inferiority phenomena countermeasure) 
field 203, and a question answer field 204. Incidentally, 
Sub-fields of a punching field 203a and a bending (curving) 
field 203b are displayed on the various phenomena coun 
termeasure field 203. 

0.125. In the above, for example, when a display portion 
of the product introduction field 201 is clicked, the product 
catalog output apparatuS 121 is actuated, and a product 
introduction Screen 205 (a first die apparatus Screen) as 
shown in FIG. 3 is displayed. In FIG. 3, as one example, 
triple holderS holding three dies are displayed. According to 
this holder, once the holder is set on a punch press, punching 
machining of three kinds corresponding to the three dies 
mounted on the holder can be performed without eXchang 
ing dies. 
0126. According to the Supporting apparatus of this 
invention, increase profit obtained by using the triple holder 
can easily be calculated. That is, when a predetermined 
portion on the display screen 205 in FIG. 3 is clicked, an 
increase profit screen 207 displayed in FIG. 4 is displayed. 
The increase profit Screen 207 displayS increase profit occur 
ring by employing a triple holder instead of a single holder 
holding only one die. That is, displayed on this screen 207 
are a question 207a for asking the number of holder 
eXchanges per day, a question 207b for asking an exchang 
ing time required per one time, a question 207c for asking 
labor cost of a worker per one hour, and a question 207 for 
asking working days per one month. Answer fields 207e, 
207f, 207g and 207h in which an operator inputs answers to 
these questions are provided. That is, the field 207e in which 
an answer to the question 207a is input, the field 207f in 
which an answer to the question 207b is input, the field 207g 
in which an answer to the question 207c is input, and the 
field 207h in which an answer to the question 207d are 
provided. Then, when an operator writes answers in these 
fields, a labor cost (one month) required for holder 
eXchanges occurring when a single holder is used is dis 
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played on a field 207i, a labor cost per one month corre 
sponding to a case of use of a triple holder is displayed on 
a field 207i, and increase profit per one month occurring 
when a triple holder is used instead of a single holder is 
displayed on a field 207k. 
0127. According to the invention, regarding to the triple 
holder (the first die apparatus), increase of profit obtained by 
the use of the triple holder instead of the single holder is 
calculated easily. In other words, the cost waste made by the 
use of the Single holder (the Second die apparatus) is grasped 
easily, and So is the cost reduction by the use of the triple 
holder (the first die apparatus). 
0128. Next, when a field of the punching 203a in the 
various phenomena countermeasures 203 is clicked on the 
contents table Screen 200 shown in FIG. 2, the various 
phenomena countermeasure guiding apparatus (inferiority 
phenomena countermeasure guiding apparatus) 123 is actu 
ated and an inferiority phenomena screen 209 shown in FIG. 
5 is displayed on the display apparatus 106. Images 209a, 
209b, 209c and the like displaying various inferiority phe 
nomena in a punching machining are displayed on the Screen 
209. Then, for example, when a display portion of a strip 
ping error 209b is clicked on the screen 209, the inferiority 
phenomena cause Screen creating means is actuated, and an 
inferiority phenomena cause Screen 211 displaying a plural 
ity of causes generating the Stripping error (inferiority 
phenomenon) is displayed on the display apparatus 106 
(FIG. 6). Incidentally, the stripping error means that a 
Workpiece bites a tip portion of a punch which has per 
formed punching machining and a portion of the workpiece 
which has been Subjected to the punching machining is 
brought up according to elevation of the tip portion of the 
punch. 

0129. As shown in FIG. 6, punch blade tip melt adhesion 
2.11a, lubricant unsuitableneSS 221b, clearance unsuitable 
neSS 211c, wear 211d, Spring fatigue 211e and the like which 
may be causes of the Stripping error are displayed on the 
Screen 211. Also, a simulation displaying a situation where 
the Stripping error occurs as an animation together with the 
plurality of causes 2.11a to 211e is displayed on a simulation 
display Section 211g. 
0.130. Accordingly, a drawback which has occurred in the 
material to be machined can easily be grasped and under 
stood as a Stripping error in punching machining by referring 
to this simulation Screen. Also, Since the causes of the 
Stripping error are listed up on the Screen 211, the cause of 
the inferiority phenomenon can easily be grasped and under 
stood by referring to the list and a countermeasure to the 
inferiority phenomenon can be proposed. 

0131) An avoidance information screen 213 displaying a 
method (information) for avoiding this cause is displayed by 
clicking a display portion of one cause in the cause list (FIG. 
7). In this embodiment, for example, when a display portion 
211e of the Spring fatigue (cause) is clicked, a Spring fatigue 
avoidance information screen 213 shown in FIG. 7 is 
displayed. For example, Such information that it is necessary 
to exchange Springs periodically in order to avoid the Spring 
fatigue is displayed on this Screen 213. In detail, information 
213a that it is necessary to perform exchange for each two 
years when pressure of 1.2 tons or less is applied (corre 
sponding to 1,000,000 hits), it is necessary to perform 
eXchange for each year when pressure of 1.2 tons to 3.2 tons 
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is applied (corresponding to 500,000 hits), and it is neces 
Sary to perform exchange for each half a year when pressure 
of 3.2 tons to 6 tons is applied (corresponding to 200,000 
hits) is displayed as criteria for exchange. 
0132) Therefore, according to the apparatus of the present 
invention and the above Screens, when a Stripping error 
occurs and its cause is considered to be spring fatigue, the 
necessity that Spring eXchange is performed periodically at 
predetermined intervals in order to avoid Such an error is 
understood So that efficiency can be improved in machining. 
0.133 When a predetermined portion is clicked on the 
screen 213 shown in FIG. 7, a screen 215 shown in FIG. 8 
is displayed. A countermeasure performed on a current die 
to reduce the number of eXchanges of the die in possible 
range and avoid the Spring fatigue is displayed on this Screen 
215. In this embodiment, for example, information 215a 
showing necessities of increase in die Size and increase in 
Spring force is displayed. Also, as problems occurring due to 
use of Such a die, information 215b about increase in cost of 
a die, necessity of change of the program, or lack in the 
number of turret stations is also displayed on the screen 215. 
0134. Accordingly, by referring to these information 
items 215a, 215b, it can easily be understood that the 
increase in Size of the die and the increase in Spring force can 
be applied to avoid the Spring fatigue which is the problem 
but Such problems as increase in cost of a die, necessity of 
program change, lack in the number of Stations and the like 
OCCU. 

0135 Then, when a countermeasure product 211 for 211h 
shown in FIG. 6, or a field 213.b of FIG. 7 or a field 215c 
of FIG. 8 is clicked, a screen 217 shown in FIG. 9 is 
displayed on the display apparatus 106. In this screen 217, 
information 217 about a gas Spring is displayed as a die for 
avoiding the Stripping error. In particular, a Sectional con 
figuration of the gas Spring is displayed at a portion indicated 
by reference numeral 217b. This gas Spring uses a apparatus 
where gas is Sealed instead of a mechanical Spring in order 
to urge a punch body 217e and a punch head 217f of a punch 
die upward against a punch guide 217b. 
0.136 Displayed on the screen 217 is also a graph 217c 
showing that the pressure of the gas Spring is larger than that 
of the mechanical Spring in a region where a Stripping error 
is easy to occur. Furthermore, displayed on the Screen 217 is 
information 217d about preferable functions or effects 
obtained by a punch die of the gas Spring. 
0.137 Therefore, according to this screen 217, the struc 
ture of the gas Spring type die, the advantages of the gas 
Spring compared with a Standard coil Spring and the pref 
erable functions of the gas Spring can be understood and 
grasped at once. Also, a determination can be made about 
whether or not a gas Spring type die should be employed as 
a countermeasure to the current inferiority phenomenon in 
punching machining easily and rapidly while profitability is 
taken in consideration. 

0138 Incidentally, when an explanation field 217e is 
clicked on the Screen 217, an animation where the punch 
body 217e and the punch head 217fare moved up and down 
relative to the punch guide 217b is displayed in a simulation 
manner on the field 217d, and Sound for explaining the 
Structure and operation functions of the gas Spring die is 
output from a predetermined Sound apparatus. Thereby, the 
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Structure, the functions and the operations of the gas Spring 
can be understood more easily. 

0139. On the screen 211 shown in FIG. 6, when unsuit 
ableness of an clearance Size formed between an inner 
diameter of a die and an Outer diameter of a punch chip is 
considered as a cause of a Stripping error, a display portion 
211 of clearance unsuitableneSS is clicked on the Screen 211. 
Thereby, reference value Screen creating means is actuated 
So that a clearance diagnosis test Screen 219 is displayed as 
a screen displaying a reference value (FIG. 10). In this 
embodiment, a question field 219a for asking machined 
material to be used for machining, a question field 219b for 
asking the thickness of the material, and a question field 
219.c for asking a clearance in the machining are provided on 
the screen 219. When an operator inserts answers to these 
questions, a determination is made about whether the clear 
ance value 219f is too small, suitable or too large in view of 
the values 219d and 219e of the machined material quality 
and the thickness of the machined material. On this Screen 
219, it is displayed in a reference value display field 219g 
that a Standard value of a clearance to the machined material 
quality 219d and the thickness 219e is 0.3 mm, and a display 
219.h showing that a value 219f of the clearance is small as 
compared with the reference value is displayed. 

0140 Next, when a display portion 219i relating to the 
display 210h is clicked, a screen 221 is displayed on the 
display apparatus (FIG. 11). This screen 221 is an accom 
panying disadvantage display Screen 221 display other infe 
riority phenomena or disadvantages which may occur when 
the clearance is below the Suitable clearance. In detail, 
description 221d is displayed on the Screen 221 that, when 
the current clearance is Smaller than the Suitable clearance, 
the Secondary shear occurs So that a large load applied to a 
punch and die. Also, a description 221a is displayed that 
according to advance of wear in a punch and a die, cost in 
consumption increases and the working ratio is lowered. 
Furthermore, a description 221b is displayed that product 
inferiority occurs, loSS in material occurs and loSS in machin 
ing charge occurs. Also, a description 221c "twice or more 
decrease in cost can be realized by Selecting a die for each 
material/plate thickness” is displayed. 

0.141. Accordingly, referring to the screen 221, it is 
understood that, when the current clearance is Smaller that a 
Suitable clearance, various disadvantages or inferiority phe 
nomena occur, and it is understood that the double or more 
decrease in cost can be achieved by using dies having 
different hole diameters for respective materials or plate 
thicknesses. Thereby, it is understood that it is important to 
Set a clearance to a Suitable value in order to achieve 
rapidneSS of machining or accurate machining and for 
attaining decrease in cost. As a result, by referring to this, a 
Suitable clearance can be achieved, accuracy in machining 
can be improved, working ratio can be increased, and 
decrease in cost can be attained. 

0142 Incidentally, displayed on the screen 219 (FIG. 10) 
is information 219; that, when the clearance is larger than a 
Suitable clearance, “deformation of material becomes large 
prior to Start of cutting, which results in the same as a case 
that the die has been consumed”. Thereby, it is understood 
that a drawback occurs even when the clearance is too large, 
and importance of Selecting a clearance Suitably is under 
stood. 
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0143. Therefore, by referring to these screens, a clearance 
can be Selected Suitably, and accuracy in machining, rapid 
neSS in machining or decrease in cost can be achieved. 
0144. Referring to FIG. 2 again, when a bending field 
203b for various phenomena countermeasure is Selected, a 
screen 223 shown in FIG. 12 is displayed in the display 
apparatus. This Screen 223 is a cause/countermeasure Screen 
showing bending flaw occurrence of various inferiority 
phenomena and a plurality of countermeasures (a first kind 
of countermeasures) for avoiding the bending flaw occur 
rence. Incidentally, the bending flaw means a flaw occurring 
at a machined portion of a material indicated by each arrow 
of an explanation diagram 223a on the Screen 223. AS the 
countermeasures to the bending flaw, application of oil to a 
shoulder portion of a die (223b), attachment of a tape to a die 
(223c), application of clamping State bending (223d), appli 
cation of vinyl-coating (223e) and the like are displayed on 
the Screen 223. Incidentally, regarding these countermea 
Sures, their features and directions corresponding to these 
countermeasures are also displayed, respectively (223f. 
223g). Also, besides the specific countermeasures, general 
countermeasures for avoiding bending flaw occurrence are 
displayed in a field 223h on the screen 223. Especially, as the 
third countermeasure of the general countermeasures, Set 
ting of proper V width to required tons is displayed. 
0145 Accordingly, by referring to these displays, it can 
be understood easily that when bending flaw occurs, what is 
considered as its cause, or which countermeasures can be 
employed to the cause (general countermeasures and spe 
cific countermeasures). Therefore, one or a plurality of these 
countermeasures can be employed to minimize bending flaw 
occurrence in a bending machining. 
0146 For example, when a display portion 223b of 
countermeasure 1 is clicked, a screen 225 shown in FIG. 13 
is displayed. Displayed on this Screen 225 is a specific 
operation “apply oil to a shoulder portion of a die’ through 
a drawing (225a). 
0147 Accordingly, by referring to a display 225a on the 
Screen 225, a specific content or Specific operation of each 
countermeasure 1 can easily be understood through a draw 
ing or characters. 
0148 Next, when a countermeasure product display por 
tion 223i or 225b on the screen 223 or the Screen 225 is 
clicked, a Screen 227 is displayed on the display apparatus 
(FIG. 14). This screen 227 is a specific bending die screen 
showing that a new type die named “Selatic Die” can be 
used in order to prevent the bending flaw from occurring. 
Formed on the screen 227 is a display 227b that a suitable 
material capable of using the Selatic Die is stainleSS Steel, 
iron or the like as well as a display 227a of features of the 
Selatic Die. 

0149 When a display 227c displaying a shape of the 
Selatic Die through a drawing is clicked on the Screen 227, 
a screen 229 is displayed on the display apparatus (FIG.15). 
More Specific functions, Suitable materials or Suitable appa 
ratus are explained on the Screen 229 in detail, as shown in 
FIG. 15. 

0150. Accordingly, by referring to the screens 227 and 
229, a new die for bending flaw countermeasure can be 
evaluated easily and rapidly, So that the problem about the 
bending flaw can be rapidly Solved. 
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0151 Referring to FIG. 2 again, when the display portion 
205 of Question and Answer is clicked on the screen 200, the 
past questions and the answers thereto are displayed in a 
mutually related State. By referring to these, an operator can 
refer to the past questions relating to the operations, func 
tions, movements of the die and, when there is any questions 
relating to the current problem, he/she Selects these ques 
tions So that he/she can easily obtain the answer about the 
current outstanding problem of the die by referring to the 
answers displayed relating to the respective questions. Then, 
when the question about the currently relating problem 
cannot be obtained from a list of the questions accumulated 
in the past, these questions are input by the question input 
means. Thereby, these questions are transmitted to a master 
Supporting apparatus for Supporting apparatus Via a proper 
communication means 107, and a practically skilled 
answerer who operates this master Supporting apparatus 
inputs answers to these questions into the master Supporting 
apparatus. Thereby, these answers are transmitted from the 
master Supporting apparatus to the Supporting apparatus of 
the present invention, and they are Stored a proper Storage 
apparatus in this Supporting apparatus. Accordingly, the 
current outstanding problem can be Solved by utilizing this 
answer. Also, by Storing the answer from this master Sup 
porting apparatus in a State relating to the question, an 
operator can refer to this question and this answer when a 
question Similar thereto will occur, So that he/she can Solve 
a problem which will occur in the future easily and rapidly. 
Incidentally, regarding a new question, when an operator 
operating this Supporting apparatus can answer the question, 
the operator inputs the answer into the Supporting apparatus 
at the place. Thereby, the answer is Stored in the Storage 
means of the Supporting apparatus in a State where it is 
related to the question. 
0152. When a die required by a customer is a standard 
one, the Supporting apparatus of the present invention also 
Serves as a die retrieval apparatus for Selecting the required 
die easily and rapidly. That is, when a die is specified with 
a complicated combinations of Symbols and it is difficult to 
remember the combination of symbols, the die retrieval 
apparatus can Select a Standard die easily and rapidly by 
inputting intuitive data Such as a machine Suitable for use of 
a die, the shape of a die or the like. 
0153. This die retrieval apparatus is provided with input 
Screen creating means which creates input Screens 231, 233 
which includes a field in which a plurality of shapes of a die 
is input, a field in which the kind of a machine using a die 
is input, a field in which the Structure of a die is input, and 
a field in which material quality of a die is input. The input 
Screen is displayed, for example, as a first input Screen 231 
shown in FIG. 16. Regarding, for example, a punching 
machining die, a list field 231a which classifies trimming 
dies or forming dies on this screen 231. When a standard die 
field 231b of the trimming dies is selected from the list field 
231a, a Sectional configuration of this Standard die is dis 
played on a shape field 231c. In this embodiment, a circle, 
Square, oval, rectangle, WD shape, SD shape, center punch, 
Standard burring are displayed as Standard shapes. Inciden 
tally, in this embodiment, the term "standard shape' denotes 
the shape determined with two parameters. When a Selection 
button 231d is pushed in a state shown in FIG. 16, the 
Selection condition input Screen 233 Serving as a Second 
input screen is displayed (FIG. 17, FIG. 18 and FIG. 19). 
Displayed on this Selection condition input Screen 233 are a 
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field 233a in which the kind of a machine in which a die is 
used is input, a field 233b in which a holder size of a die is 
input, a field 233c in which the structure of a punch of the 
dies is input, a field 233d in which material quality of the 
punch is input, a field 233e in which the structure of the die 
is input, and a field 233fin which the material quality of the 
die is input. 
0154 Accordingly, when predetermined data is input into 
the respective fields 233a to 233f, whether or not a standard 
die meeting these conditions exists is retrieved in the Sup 
porting apparatus of the present invention. When the Stan 
dard die exists, a standard die Screen 235 as shown in FIG. 
20 is created. Displayed on this standard die screen 235 are 
a Sectional configuration field 235a showing a Sectional 
configuration of a die attached with numberS Specifying 
parts, and a part name unit price field 235b displaying the 
name and the unit price of each part displayed on the 
sectional configuration field 235a. 
O155 Accordingly, by referring to the screen 235, a price 
for each part in a Standard die and a name of the part can be 
grasped easily. That is, according to the apparatus of the 
present invention, even when the complicated Symbols for 
Specifying the kind of a die is forgotten, it is possible to 
Specify the die and obtain information about the price for 
each part in the die easily. 
0156 Incidentally, an error indication is displayed on the 
Screen 231 or 233, when a die which does not exist is 
Specified. 
O157 Next, functions of a marketing Supporting appara 
tus according to the present embodiment performed when a 
required product does not exist in Standard dies will be 
explained with reference to FIG. 21 to FIG. 31. 
0158 Incidentally, in the followings, the commercial 
article mainly denotes a Standard product. When the article 
is merely called product, it denotes a Standard product and 
a special shape product. 
0159. In this case, the marketing Supporting apparatus 
according to the present embodiment Serves as an automatic 
designing apparatus. 
0160 (1) One example where, when a required product is 
a punching die, it is a punch which is used for punching 
machining will be explained. 
0.161 When selection and input is performed by clicking 
a predetermined punch kind from die kinds 237a on a shape 
pattern selection screen 37 shown in FIG. 21 (which is 
merely called "clicked”), a die shape pattern Selection Screen 
creating means is actuated, and the die shape pattern Selec 
tion Screen creating means displays a plurality of shapes 
according to the Selected kind on a shape display field 237c 
in a linkage manner. Incidentally, in a case of a punching die, 
the shape pattern to be displayed shows a trimming hole 
shape formed by the punching die. 
0162. In FIG. 21, according to selection of a special 
shape 237b for performing trimming, corresponding shapes 
are displayed in a field 237c. When one pattern among the 
displayed trimming hole shape patterns is clicked and a 
Selection field 237d is clicked, die Size parameter input 
Screen creating means is actuated. Next, the die Size param 
eter input Screen creating means displays a size parameter 
input screen 241 (FIG. 23) about the selected trimming 
shape pattern. 
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0163 The product automatic designing apparatus (prod 
uct parameter Setting apparatus) 132 in this embodiment 
achieves automatic designing by retrieving the database 105. 
Shape data, material data, and commercial article data which 
are classified on the basis of shape patterns are Stored in a 
corresponding manner in the database 105. Data of a product 
group corresponding to the Shape patterns is divided to 
Standard product database 151, pattern Special shape (non 
Standard product to which a shape pattern is applicable) 
database 152, and non-pattern special shape (non-standard 
product to which a shape pattern is not applicable) database 
which are then Stored in respective memory regions. 
0164. Incidentally, as shown on the screen 239 (FIG.22), 
various patterns, namely, adaptive shapes 239c, which can 
obtain a specific shape by performing shape change on the 
basis of the Selected trimming shape pattern in a Stage where 
a predetermined shape pattern has been clicked on the shape 
pattern Selection Screen 237. Accordingly, a confirmation 
can easily be made about which trimming hole shape pattern 
the required Special shape die belongs to. 
0.165 FIG. 23 shows a die size input/output screen 241 
for inputting Size parameters corresponding to the shape 
pattern selected on the screen 237. 
0166 AFIG. 241b of the selected trimming hole shape 
pattern is displayed on the Screen while size parameters to be 
input for Specifying a shape is displayed on a shape pattern 
in a corresponding manner. Reference Symbols A, B, K, R 
and S are size parameters required for Specifying a trimming 
hole shape. While referring to the figure display 241b, 
required sizes are input into Size parameter input field 241c. 
Here, when the Size parameters are input, the trimming hole 
shape portion of the figure in the figure display 241b is 
changed in shape according to the input parameter values. 
Also, enlargement or reduction (241 l) or positioning (241 m) 
of the figure display 241b can be performed optionally. The 
displayed figure can be printed (241n). 
0.167 Also, the size parameters shown about the shape 
pattern which is the size input Screen 241 are registered as 
a plurality of combinations thereof in advance, and the 
respective combinations are limited to the minimum number 
of combinations required for Specifying a shape which 
includes sizes. For this reason, it is made possible to Specify 
the required special shape die by input of the minimum 
number of parameter according to the size data Specified by 
a customer. AS shown in a size input pattern display field 
241a, the first parameter combination among 8 pattern 
registered size parameter combinations which have been 
registered has been displayed in FIG. 23. In order to input 
Size parameters of a different combination, Such an operation 
may be employed that a next size pattern Screen is displayed 
by clicking an ordinary next Screen or an entire Screen 
calling field. It is shown in a size input pattern display field 
243b on the size input screen 243 in FIG. 24 that the current 
pattern is the third size input pattern. 
0168 Incidentally, data pieces required for specifying die 
products except for the dies for trimming hole shapes are 
respectively shown in a commercial article code field 241e, 
a holder size field 241 f showing a aperture of a holder 
Supporting a die, and Structure fields/material quality fields 
241g to 241j of a punch or a die. The display contents of 
these fields include data which has been input in advance on 
the commercial article Selection conditions input Screen 233 
(FIG. 18). 
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0169. According to the above procedure, a shape includ 
ing respective size parameters, a commercial article code, 
Structure, material quality, holder Size are Specified, So that 
a design about a special shape die which is not included in 
Standard products is completed. 
0170 Accordingly, a die specification required through a 
hand-written drawing(s) and the like is selected from trim 
ming shape patterns defined preliminarily, and the Selected 
trimming hole shape pattern is shape-changed by applying 
Specific size parameters thereto, So that a desired trimming 
hole shape can be specified. 
0171 (2) A case where a required product is a bending 
die. 

0172 Next, an example where a required product is a 
bending die used for bending machining will be explained. 
In the case of the bending die, reference shapes of respective 
Standard products are Stored as shape patterns, and a die 
shape meeting a required product Specification can be 
obtained by shifting the Selected Shape patterns. 
0173 When a predetermined bending kind is clicked 
from die kinds 249a on a bending shape pattern Selection 
screen 249 shown in FIG. 27, die shape pattern selection 
Screen creating means is actuated. The die shape pattern 
Selection Screen creating means displays a plurality of shape 
patterns of bending dies on a shape display field 249c in an 
interlocking manner according to the Selected kind. 

0.174. In FIG. 27, according to selection of a goose neck 
shape 249b, a corresponding shape patterns are displayed in 
a field 249c. When one pattern is clicked among the dis 
played goose neck Shape patterns and Selection field is 
clicked, a die Size parameter input Screen creating means is 
actuated. Next, the die Size parameter input Screen creating 
means displays a size specific input/output Screen 251 (FIG. 
28) about the Selected goose neck shape pattern. 
0175 Incidentally, on the screen 249 (FIG. 27), various 
patterns, namely, adaptive shapes 249e, which can obtain a 
Specific shape by performing shape-change on the basis of 
the Selected goose neck shape pattern in a Stage where a 
predetermined shape pattern 249d has been clicked on the 
shape pattern Selection Screen 249 can be displayed. Accord 
ingly, a confirmation can easily be made about which goose 
neck shape pattern the required special shape die belongs to. 
Incidentally, as shown in FIG. 27, in the case of the bending 
dies, respective shape patterns correspond to Specific com 
mercial article codes and catalog numbers on a catalog. 
Accordingly, a Stage where this shape pattern has been 
Selected means that size parameters (including an angle) 
about a main portion has been specified. In FIG. 27, numeral 
453 in the selected shape pattern 249d displays upper three 
figures of a catalog number to which the shape pattern 
belongs. 

0176 FIG. 28 shows a die shape specifying screen 251 
in which size parameters are input according to the shape 
pattern selected on the screen 249. 
0177) A FIG. 251b of the selected goose neck shape 
pattern and a divided ear shape are displayed on the Screen 
251 with size parameter values for Specifying the goose neck 
shape displayed on the shape pattern. An angle at a tip end 
portion used for bending is shown as 88 which is a 
predetermined value. Meanwhile, as for a tip end R (round 
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ness of a tip end portion of a bending die), a plurality of 
Selectable parameter values, namely 0.2,0.6, 0.8, 1.5 and 
3.0, are displayed for the shape pattern. 

0178 While referring to this figure data 251b, a desired 
tip end value is input into a tip end R input field 251c. 
0179 According to the above procedure, a shape includ 
ing respective size parameters, a commercial article code, a 
catalog number, (and a structure, material quality and the 
like Specified by the commercial article code and the catalog 
number) are specified, so that designing of a standard 
product and a Special shape die which is not covered with 
Standard products are completed. 

0180 Here, shape change is performed on the goose neck 
shape of the display 251a. So that a goose neck shape of a 
Special shape can be obtained. In this case, a special mention 
item field 251d shown in FIG. 28 is clicked. In response to 
this click, die shape specifying Screen creating means is 
actuated. The die shape specifying Screen creating means 
displays a special mention item selection screen 253 (FIG. 
29). A commercial article code and catalog number 253a of 
the Selected shape pattern is displayed on the Special men 
tion item Selection Screen 253 together with a corresponding 
commercial article name 253a. Special Specification items 
which are applicable to the Selected shape pattern are recited 
on an applicable special mention item field 253c. In FIG. 29, 
for example, when a customer Specifying mark 253d is 
Selected, it is copied to an application special mention item 
field 253g so that special mention items to be applied can be 
grasped easily. 

0181 Also, regarding the Selected shape pattern, an addi 
tional machining item field 253e accompanying shape 
change is displayed on the Special mention item Selection 
Screen 253. Adjustment or the like of a tip end angle, a tip 
end R, a Special ear shape, a product receSS is made 
selectable using the additional machining item field 253e. 
Here, when a tip end angle change 253f is Selected, the die 
shape specifying Screen creating means further displays a tip 
end angel change screen 255 (FIG. 30). 
0182. In FIG. 30, the selected goose neck shape pattern 
is displayed as figure data 255a while Size parameters of 
portions capable of being additionally machined are shown. 
The current parameter values of a tip end angle (K) and the 
tip end R(R) which are changeable size parameter are 
displayed in a size input field 255c. A special shape bending 
die can be designed by replacing the displayed parameter 
values with desired parameter values. The shape of the 
figure data 2.55a is also changed and displayed in an inter 
locking manner with the replacement of the parameter 
values. 

0183 According to the above procedure, a shape includ 
ing respective size parameters, a commercial article code, a 
Structure and material quality are specified So that designing 
of a special bending die which is not covered with Standard 
products is completed. 

0184. Accordingly, a die Specification required through a 
hand-written figure(s) or the like is selected from predeter 
mined bending shape patterns without consciousness about 
whether the die is a Standard product or it is a special shape 
product, and size parameters necessary for additional 
machining are applied to the Selected bending shape pattern 
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So that a desired bending shape can be specified by shape 
changing the bending shape pattern. 

0185. Next, functions of the marketing Supporting appa 
ratus according to the present embodiment which verifies 
whether or not a product which has been designed according 
to the automatic designing apparatus can be machined will 
be explained with reference to FIG. 21 to FIG. 31. 
0186. In this case, the marketing Supporting apparatus 
according to this embodiment functions as a machining 
possibility calculating apparatus. 

0187 (1) In a case of a punching die, first of all, one 
example where a punching die has been designed will be 
explained. The thickneSS and material quality of a workpiece 
to be machined are input into the machined material input 
field 243d on the above-mentioned input screen, for 
example, 243 (FIG. 24). As shown in FIG. 25, here, a 
clearance value 245f, the clearance being formed between an 
outer diameter of a punch and an inner diameter of a die, and 
the total number of shots 245g are further input, and the 
machining possibility field 245b is clicked. Material data 
input means actuated by this click delivers data of material 
to be machined to machining Verification means according 
to input of the data of material to be machined. 
0188 Meanwhile, as shown in FIG. 24, according to 
input of a commercial article code 243e of a punch, a holder 
size 243f, structure and material quality 243g to 243i of a 
punch/a die, the die data input means delivers this shape data 
to the machining verification means. Incidentally, as the data 
pieces shown in 243e to 243i, data pieces which have been 
already input through input into the above-mentioned com 
mercial article condition input Screen have been displayed. 
0189 The machining verification means first performs 
Verification about whether or not the design shape can be 
machined on the basis of these machined material data and 
die data. Specifically, the machining possibility means per 
forms this verification by comparing resisting pressure 
obtained by Strength calculation from die data of the Selected 
die (shape data/structure data/material quality data) and 
machining requiring preSSure required for punching work 
piece on a Specified material which is required from material 
data (plate thickness and material quality) with each other. 
0190. The machining verification means checks consis 
tency about whether or not the size parameters applied to the 
shape pattern constitute a trimming hole shape. 

0191). In FIG. 25, the results of these verifications is 
displayed as a message “capable of machining on a mes 
sage field 245c. 
0.192 Accordingly, determination about whether or not 
the die which has been designed in the automatic designing 
apparatus is a die which can bear an actual machining can be 
grasped Simultaneously with the design of the die. 

0193 (2) Case of a Bending Die 
0194 Next, one example where a bending die has been 
designed will be explained. The plate thickness 255f and the 
material quality 255g of a workpiece to be machined are 
input into the machined material input field on, for example, 
the field 255 of the above-mentioned die shape specifying 
input screen (FIG. 30). Material data input means actuated 
by clicking the machining possibility field 255b delivers 
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data of the material to be machined to the machining 
Verification means according to input of these data pieces of 
material to be machined. 

0195 Meanwhile, as shown in FIG. 30, when respective 
Size data, material quality data, Structure data and a tip end 
angle or a tip end R of the shape pattern of the bending have 
been corrected, the die data input means delivers the die data 
to the machining Verification means according to input of the 
corrected Size data. 

0196) Also, as shown in FIG. 30, in the case of the 
bending die, the V width of the die is further input. Since this 
V width has been registered in advance as a default value, 
when input of the width is omitted, the default value is used 
as the V width. The V width data is also delivered to the 
machining Verification means as a part of the die data. The 
machining verification means performs verification similar 
to the case (1) of the punching die on the basis of these 
material data and die data. 

0.197 As shown on a machining possibility verification 
screen 255 (FIG. 30), the verification result about machin 
ing possibility “resisting pressure: 45 ton/m and machining 
requiring pressure: 51 ton/m (calculation as V width=48 
mm) is displayed in the message field 255i. Simultaneously, 
an alarm message “resisting pressure lack' is displayed on 
the message field 255k to call an operator's attention. 
0198 Accordingly, a determination about whether or not 
the bending die which has been designed in the automatic 
designing apparatus is a die which can bear an actual 
machining can be grasped by the display of the Verification 
result Simultaneously with the designing. 
0199 Next, functions of the marketing Supporting appa 
ratus according to this embodiment which creates estimate 
information of a product which has been designed by the 
automatic designing apparatus and has been Verified by the 
machining possibility calculating apparatus will be 
explained with reference to FIG. 26 to FIG. 34. 
0200. In this case, the marketing Supporting apparatus 
according to the embodiment functions as an estimate infor 
mation outputting apparatus. 

0201 As shown on the parts list screen 247 (FIG. 26), 
parts relating to a punch to be estimated are displayed on a 
parts display field 247a by Selection of the shape pattern and 
input of the size parameters as described in FIG.22 to FIG. 
25 without directly inputting a commercial article code, a 
catalog number and the like. Purchase unit of the die product 
which has been designed and Verified is displayed on a parts 
list display field 247b so as to correspond to the display of 
parts. 

0202) When a predetermined purchase unit is selected by 
clicking on this parts list field 247b, detail estimate infor 
mation creating means is actuated. This detail estimate 
information creating means reflects and displays the com 
mercial article data of the Selected die product on an estimate 
list field 259c of the estimate detail Screen 259 shown in 
FIG. 32. 

0203 Like the above, regarding the bending die, as 
shown on the parts list screen 251 (FIG. 28), when a 
predetermined purchase unit is Selected by clicking on this 
parts list field 251b, detail estimate information creating 
means is actuated. This detail estimate information creating 
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means reflects and displays the commercial article data of 
the selected die product on an estimate list field 259c of the 
estimate detail Screen 259 shown in FIG. 32. 

0204 FIG. 32 is the estimate detail screen 259 in this 
embodiment. The commercial article data Such as a com 
mercial article code of a die product Selected from each list, 
a catalog number, quantity, shape, a commercial product 
name and the like is displayed on the estimate list field 259c. 
When a calculation button 259m is clicked on the estimate 
detail screen 259, the estimate of each die product displayed 
in the list is displayed. 
0205 Price data and delivery time data about each die 
product to be estimated can be confirmed on the estimate 
detail screen 259. For example, it is assumed that, for 
example, a die product of a catalog number 45302E has been 
pointed in the second line of the estimate list field 259c. 
Regarding the pointed die product, unit cost 259g, price 
259p, discount rate 259k, discount amount 2591 and the like 
are displayed as price data together with a commercial 
article name 259f. This discount rate 259k is a value which 
has been Set in advance for each customer and for each 
product (each product group). The discount amount 259l is 
calculated on the basis of the discount rate 259k and the 
product unit cost 259g, and an estimate amount is displayed 
as a value obtained by Subtracting the discount amount 2591 
from the product unit cost 259g. At this time, it is possible 
to Select application of a variable discount rate Set for each 
customer or application of a fixed discount rate. 
0206 Simultaneously, a reference delivery time 259h, a 
deliverable day 259i, a customer request delivery day 259i 
and the like are displayed as delivery time data. AS for the 
reference delivery time, a value (necessary days) which has 
been set preliminarily for each product (each product group) 
is displayed with a specific delivery time code in a corre 
Sponding manner. 
0207 Day obtained by decoding this delivery time code 
to the number of necessary days to add the same to the 
current date is displayed on the deliverable day 259.i. 
0208. When an estimate issue button 259n is clicked on 
the detail estimate Screen 259, information on the detail 
estimate screen 259 is output as an estimate 263 of a formal 
format which can be submitted to a customer (FIG. 34). As 
shown in FIG. 34, an offered price 263i to which a total 
discount amount 263h applied to the estimated die product 
is applied can be presented. Incidentally, the estimate can be 
output not only to a printer connected to the marketing 
Supporting apparatus according to the embodiment but also 
to a facsimile provided on a place Specified by a fax output 
indication button 261i (FIG. 33). 
0209 Accordingly, it is made possible to input a die 
product to be estimated easily and rapidly by Specifying 
commercial article data from the shape pattern and the size 
parameters without directly inputting a commercial article 
code or a catalog number. Incidentally, in this time, it is a 
matter of course that input contents of the shape and size 
parameters (shape data) which have been input by the design 
and Verification are Stored and corresponding commercial 
article data can be input in an interlocking manner with the 
input means for estimate information on the basis of the 
Stored shape data. 
0210 Also, discount data and delivery time data neces 
Sary to present an estimate is Stored in advance and the 
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estimate is prepared using these data pieces So that an instant 
response of a required die product can be performed. 
0211 Finally, the marketing Supporting apparatus 
according to this embodiment which outputs and transmits 
order reception information according to the prepared esti 
mate information of a product will be explained. 
0212. In this case, the marketing Supporting apparatus 
according to the embodiment functions as an order reception 
information creating apparatus. 

0213 When a customer indicates his/her intention of 
purchase on the estimate detail screen 259 shown in FIG. 32 
or in response to the output result of this estimate detail 
information, an order reception decision button 259 o is 
clicked on the estimate detail Screen 259. 

0214) Order reception information to which an order 
reception number has been given and which including the 
contents of the estimate information is prepared by clicking 
this order reception decision button 2590. Here, a sales 
perSon connects a predetermined portable communication 
equipment 107 (FIG. 1) to the marketing Supporting appa 
ratus according to the embodiment, and he/she online 
transmits/reflects the order reception information to a head 
office database Such as order reception database/manufac 
ture database (not shown) or the like through the portable 
communication equipment 107. The order reception data 
base in the head office is updated by the transmission of the 
order reception information, and Simultaneously a manufac 
ture instruction can be transmitted to a manufacture depart 
ment having the manufacture database at real time to instruct 
manufacture Start. 

0215. The manufacture schedule and the delivery sched 
ule about the order-received die product are Stored in the 
manufacture database in the head office. For this reason, the 
marketing Supporting apparatus according to the embodi 
ment can obtain deliverable day as return data to transmis 
Sion of the order reception information in View of an actual 
Schedule about the order-received die product. 

0216. After transmission of the order reception informa 
tion, it is possible to output an order acknowledgment 
through a printer, a facsimile or the like to provide it to a 
customer by clicking a predetermined button on the Screen 
in FIG. 32. 

0217. Meanwhile, in a case that the marketing supporting 
apparatus according to the embodiment is used offline, after 
an Sales perSon returns back to a Sales branch or the like, 
he/she may reflect this order reception information to the 
head office database Such as order reception database/manu 
facture database or the like. 

0218. Accordingly, it is made possible to decide an order 
reception rapidly and Start manufacture early. That is, the 
order-received die product can be delivered early. 
0219. Incidentally, FIG. 35 is an explanatory diagram of 
an example of a main menu 265 on a portable terminal for 
a Sales perSon according to the embodiment of the present 
invention. A Series of processings of the above marketing 
support belongs to a consultant 265d and an estimate 265e 
in a day processing menu 265b on the main menu. Besides 
the processings for the above-mentioned Sales Support, 
processings necessary for morning, day (daytime), and 
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evening according to a timetable of one day of a Sales 
perSon, respectively can be timely called from one main 
menu 265 to be processed. 
0220 FIG. 36 to FIG. 43 show another embodiment of 
the machining possibility calculating apparatus. 

0221) In this case, a bending die is selected on the basis 
of a workpiece shape. For this reason, as shown in FIG. 36, 
first, a display 270a is clicked on a left field on a workpiece 
selection screen 270. Thereby, selection branches 270b are 
displayed on a right field on the screen 270. Here, for 
example, a workpiece shape 270c is Selected on the basis of 
an order drawing from a customer. 
0222. Then, as shown in FIG. 37, a workpiece size input 
screen 272 is displayed on the display apparatus. While 
referring to a workpiece shape 272a on a right field, desired 
numerals are input into a size field 272b on a left field. At 
this time, a size guide display 272c is displayed on the right 
field in an aspect accompanying the workpiece shape 272a. 
Accordingly, input of sizes of the workpiece can easily be 
performed. Thereafter, for example, a standard die 272e is 
Selected from a die selection field 272d. 

0223) As shown in FIG. 38, an interference state display 
Screen 274 showing an interference State between the work 
piece shape 272 and the standard die shape 274a is dis 
played. As shown in FIG. 38, when the standard die 274a 
interferes with the workpiece, another standard die 274b is 
selected from the die selection field 274 displayed simulta 
neously. Thereby, while referring to the interference 
between a workpiece and a Selected die, an optimal die can 
be selected easily. 
0224. When there is no die that does not interfere with the 
Workpiece in Standard dies included in the die Selection field 
272d, a die 276a which does not interfere with the work 
piece So much is Selected from the Standard dies of the die 
selection field 272d and it is additionally machined (FIG. 
39). In this case, as shown in FIG. 39, after the minimum 
interference die 276a is Selected, an additional machining & 
resisting pressure calculation field 276b is clicked. 
0225. Thereby, as shown in FIG. 40, an additional 
machining Specifying Screen 278 is displayed. A position 
and an amount of additional machining are input in an 
additional machining specifying field 278a on this Screen 
278. Thereby, a locus of an additional machining is dis 
played on a Screen displaying the die 276a and the work 
piece 272a. Accordingly, according to this apparatus, the 
position/amount of additional machining can easily be deter 
mined while referring to the screen. When input of the 
position/amount of the additional machining is completed, a 
calculation about whether a die which has been machined 
additionally can be used is made Simultaneously, and the 
calculation result is displayed on a left field 278c on the 
Screen 278. Accordingly, a determination about possibility 
of the additional machining is made easily. 
0226. According to the above, when the additional 
machining is determined to be performed and an amount 
reference field 278d is clicked, a price display screen 280 
shown in FIG. 41 is displayed. A die price input field 280a 
and an additional machining price input field 280b are 
included on this price display screen 280. Therefore, accord 
ing to this apparatus, a price of the final die including the 
additional machining cost can easily be confirmed. 
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0227 FIG. 42 and FIG. 43 show a case that, when the 
additional machining is performed on an appropriate Stan 
dard die 274a, the die has been made unusable as a result. 
0228. In this case, when a proper amount of additional 
machining is input into an additional machining specifying 
field 282a of an additional machining specifying Screen 282 
and an additional machining performing field b is clicked, an 
additional machining result screen 284 shown in FIG. 43 is 
displayed. A reason that the die which has been Subjected to 
additional machining is unusable is displayed in an impos 
sible reason display field 284a on this screen 284. 
0229) Incidentally, the screens 270, 272,274, 276, 278, 
280, 282, and 284 are respectively created by respective 
Screen creating means for creating each Screen. 
0230 Incidentally, the present invention is not limited to 
the above embodiments, but it may be modified in various 
manners without departing from the Scope of the present 
invention. 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY 

0231 AS explained above, according to the present 
invention, the following effects can be attained. 
0232 That is, functions for retrieving/displaying a prod 
uct to be proposed are provided through various approaches 
Such as increase profit calculation, a problem Solving die or 
the like from many product groups. For this reason, efficient 
and various product proposal activities can be employed. 
0233. Also, the present invention provides functions for 
Storing shape patterns and corresponding Size parameters of 
products relating to product data to perform automatic 
designing/drawing checking/estimating in an interlocking 
manner. For this reason, it is made possible to propose an 
estimate about not only Standard products but also special 
shape products instantaneously without returning back to a 
head office and perform early order reception/early delivery. 
0234. In this manner, using the present invention, it is 
made possible to improve marketing productivity in both 
Stages of commercial article proposal and preparation of 
estimate and to shorten product delivery time and reduce 
marketing costs. 

1. An inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding 
apparatus, comprising: 

an inferiority phenomena Screen creator which creates an 
inferiority phenomena Screen for displaying a plurality 
of inferiority phenomena in machining using a market 
ing object; and 

an inferiority phenomena cause Screen creator which is 
actuated by clicking a display portion of one inferiority 
phenomenon on the inferiority phenomena Screen to 
create an inferiority phenomena cause Screen for dis 
playing causes of the one inferiority phenomenon. 

2. An inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding 
apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the inferiority 
phenomena cause Screen displays a list of the causes. 

3. An inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding 
apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the marketing 
object is a punching die, and the causes of inferiority 
phenomenon are at least one of Spring fatigue and clearance 
unsuitableness. 
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4. An inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding 
apparatus according to claim 2, further comprising: 

an avoidance information Screen creator which is actuated 
by clicking a display portion of one cause in the list of 
the causes to create an avoidance information Screen 
for displaying information for avoiding the cause. 

5. An inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding 
apparatus according to claim 4, comprising: 

a new product Screen creator which is actuated by clicking 
a predetermined portion of the inferiority phenomena 
cause Screen or the avoidance information Screen to 
create a new product Screen for displaying a new 
product for avoiding the inferiority phenomenon. 

6. An inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding 
apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising: 

a reference value Screen creator which, when one cause in 
the inferiority phenomena cause list is offset from a 
reference value of a predetermined parameter, is actu 
ated by clicking a display portion of the cause on the 
inferiority phenomena cause Screen to create a refer 
ence value Screen for displaying the reference value. 

7. An inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding 
apparatus according to claim 2, wherein a question field 
about characteristics of material for defining the reference 
value is provided on the reference value Screen. 

8. An inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding 
apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the characteristics 
of material are material quality and plate thickness of a 
material. 

9. An inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding 
apparatus according to claim 8, wherein a question field 
about the current value of a reference value of a predeter 
mined parameter is provided on a reference value Screen. 

10. An inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding 
apparatus according to claim 6, further comprising: 

an accompanying disadvantage Screen creator which is 
actuated by clicking a predetermined portion on the 
reference value Screen to create an accompanying dis 
advantage display Screen for displaying other inferior 
ity phenomena or disadvantages which may occur due 
to the cause. 

11. An inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding 
apparatus, comprising: 

a cause/countermeasure Screen creator which creates a 
cause/countermeasure Screen which displays a cause of 
an inferiority phenomenon in machining using a mar 
keting object and a plurality of a first kind of counter 
measures for avoiding the inferiority phenomenon due 
to the cause; and 
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a countermeasure explanation Screen creator which is 
actuated by clicking a display portion of one counter 
measure on the cause/countermeasure Screen to create 
a countermeasure explanation Screen for explaining 
Specific contents of the countermeasure. 

12. An inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding 
apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the marketing 
object is a die for bending. 

13. An inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding 
apparatus according to claim 11, further comprising: 

a new product Screen creator which is actuated by clicking 
a predetermined portion on the cause/countermeasure 
Screen or the countermeasure explanation Screen to 
create a new product Screen for displaying a new 
product for avoiding the inferiority phenomenon due to 
the cause. 

14. An inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding 
apparatus according to claim 13, further comprising: 

a new product detail Screen creator which is actuated by 
clicking a predetermined portion on the new product 
Screen to create a new product detail Screen for dis 
playing detail explanation of the new product. 

15. The inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding 
apparatus according to claim 14, wherein the detail expla 
nation of the new product is an explanation of at least one 
of a material and a function of the new product. 

16. An inferiority phenomena countermeasure guiding 
apparatus, comprising: 

an inferiority phenomena Screen creator which creates an 
inferiority phenomena Screen for displaying a plurality 
of inferiority phenomena in machining using a market 
ing object; 

an inferiority phenomena cause Screen creator which is 
actuated by clicking a display portion of one inferiority 
phenomenon on the inferiority phenomena Screen to 
create an inferiority phenomena cause Screen for dis 
playing causes of the one inferiority phenomenon; 

a cause/countermeasure Screen creator which creates a 
cause/countermeasure Screen which displays a cause of 
an inferiority phenomenon in machining using a mar 
keting object and a plurality of a first kind of counter 
measures for avoiding the inferiority phenomenon due 
to the cause; and 

a countermeasure explanation Screen creator which is 
actuated by clicking a display portion of one counter 
measure on the cause/countermeasure Screen to create 
a countermeasure explanation Screen for explaining 
Specific contents of the countermeasure. 
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